Bike signals at Lincoln Way and 20th Avenue
Right-turn pocket (-2 parking spaces)

Turn accommodation (-1 parking space)

Cross bike treatment into Golden Gate Park

Convert angled parking into parallel (-2 parking spaces)

Convert angled parking into parallel (-4 parking spaces)

New angled parking (+2 parking spaces)

Previously approved bulbs and boarding island (part of Taraval St. Project)

Convert to back-in angled parking

Install red curbs (-2 parking spaces)

Install red curbs (-5.5 parking spaces)

Install red curbs (-1 parking space)

Convert to back-in angled parking (-1)

Install red curbs (-2.5 parking spaces)

Install red curbs (-1.5 parking spaces)

Install red curbs (-2 parking spaces)

Install red curbs (-4)

Install red curbs (-1)

Install red curbs (-0.5/10 feet)

Install red curb (-2.5 parking spaces)

Install red curb (-1 parking space)

Install red curb (-2 parking spaces)

Install red curb (-1)

Install red curb (-0.5/10 feet)

Install red curb (-0.5/10 feet)

Install red curb (-0.5/10 feet)

Install red curb (-0.5/10 feet)

Install red curb (-1)

Install red curb (-1)

Install red curb (-1)

Install red curb (-1)

Install red curb (-1)

Install red curb (-0.5/10 feet)

Install red curb (-0.5/10 feet)

Install red curb (-0.5/10 feet)

Install red curb (-0.5/10 feet)